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4. **Business and Business-Related Inter-group Conflicts**
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5. Gender, Women, Family, the Elderly, and Social Services
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6. Ethnicity and Transnationalism


_____. 1999a. “‘I Really Do Feel I’m 1.5!’ The Construction of Self and Community by Young Korean Americans.” Amerasia Journal 25 (1): 139-164.


7. Adoptees, War Brides, and Other Marginalized Korean Americans


_____. 2006. “From Orphan Trains to Babylifts: Colonial Trafficking, Empire Building, and Social Engineering.” In Outsiders Within: Writing on Transracial Adoption, edited by Jane Jeong Trenka, Julia Chinyere Oparah, and Sun Yung Shin, 139-149.
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8. Korean Community, Ethnic Organizations, and Political Development


Han, Eun-Jeong. 2008. “A View of Identity as Developed by a Korean American Teenager: Cultural Adaptation in a Korean Community in the United States.” World Cultures eJournal 16 (2). http://escholarship.org/uc/item/9m63441r


10. Children, Education, and Psychology


Han, Eun-Jeong. 2008. “A View of Identity as Developed by a Korean American Teenager: Cultural Adaptation in a Korean Community in the United States.” *World Cultures eJournal* 16 (2). http://escholarship.org/uc/item/9m63441r
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11. Health


Lee, Hochang Benjamin, Hae-Ra Han, Bo-Yun Huh, Kim B. Kim, and Miyong T. Kim. 2014. “Mental Health Service Utilization among Korean Elders in Korean Churches:
Preliminary Findings from the Memory and Aging Study of Koreans in Maryland.”
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